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Movie in Philo

Saturday at 815
Grand Allusion
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FLYERS PREPARE FOR
MID- WEST AIR MEET
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Fatal Lake Cornell Conflagration

Flames Raze
Night Spot
30 Injured

Pilots Brush Up Hangars
And Flying For Contest
Kenyon College Flyinghas been his week frantically
preparing for its third annual
Mi- dWest meet scheduled for the
Utli and 7th of May
Fourteen flying clubs from fourteen mid- western colleges have
been invited to attend the meet
Those who come will vie in the
customary college flying events
paper strafing
dropping
bomb
for the Kenyon
and spot landing
Mi- dWest cup which has been
won by Kenyon since the inception of the meet two years ago
Port Kenyons hangars are half
shining like a new 50c piece because Instructor Don Gretzer and
various of his student cohorts
have been vigorously painting beAt present one
tween flights
and the
hangar is completed
other has not yet been begun
The clubs Areoncas have been
busy too for the Kenyon pilots
are anxious to win their cup once
again If they do they will have
taken it for the third time and
will become its permanent pos-

CATALOG OUT

The

Club

sessor
About six or seven clubs are expected with a possible 35 or 40
people contesting
Mr Frank
Wignall
of Detroit and Mr
Gretzer will officiate during the
meet Contestants will be housed
in the divisions and in the Alumni
House
Unless the weather is bad the
meet will be run off Saturday afternoon The strenuous day will
close

party

with a steak fry and beer
at the airport barbecue

PSI U MEET
HALF WAY
Psi U Entertain

Michigan
Intercollegiate

social

relations

between this college and the University of Michigan
were furlast wek- end with a joint party of
Psi TJs from this college and
Michigan
The event was staged
at Bowling Green Ohio that spot
representing the half- way point
between Ann Arbor and Gambier
The

high spot of the afternoon

was a softball game which after
several recounts went to the local
lads
cSore 34 to 27 The program listed sandwiches and soft
drinks as refreshments Beer was
also served
Participants stated

that a feeling of mutual good- will
at the conclusion of the

prevailed
meet
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Maintaine High
Fraternity Marks
Maintaining

the superior

1938 increased

by 60 per cent the
margin by which they excelled
non- fraternity men the previous
year it was announced this week
at the completion of a survey
made by the National Interfrate- rnity
Conference
In the North Central states
where the fraternity scholarship
index was above the all- mens index three of the seven Kenyon
fraternity chapters were above
the all- mens average The study
also disclosed that Kenyon fraternity men dropped in scholarship from 1936- 37 Average chapter membership was 29 In the
North Central area 462 chapters
at 37 schools had an average
membership of 3320
That scholarship conditions
seem healthier among fraternity
men in the larger institutions than
in tne smaller unquestionably because the larger institutions have
organized social life more effectively and are furnishing better
guidance was pointed out by Dr
Duerr
Fraternities at every university in the Big Ten Confer
ence with the exception of Iowa
either made a pronounced advancement in scholarship or maintained a healthy scholarship condition he reported
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Betas Sing
To Victory
Down Path
Sigma Pi Give

Second Place

Last Tuesday night the seven
national fraternities on the Kenyon Campus sang down path intending to win first place or hon
orable mention on the newlyawarded Inter- Fraternity Singing
Cup
This year is the first year that
a cup has been awarded to the
winner and this year it went to
Beta Theta Pi Honorable mention
went to Alpha Delta Phi and
Sigma Pi
The Betas sang first Betas
Emblems and ended with The
Loving Cup
Though they sang
the former in maching step they
gathered around the leader to give
the latter
The Alpha Delta began with Chair e Alpha Delta Phi
and concluded with their fine
marching song We Come
Sigma
Pi gave first Sons of Lambda and
got their award for singing in The
The Bond
As each fraternity finished its
TRAFFIC PARALYZED part its members returned to
hear the rest of the contest There
Traffic was paralyzed temporar- was a fine spirit shown by each
ily on the third- floor landing of in their reharsing and the final
South Ascension as men clawed result and may we hope it can
and pawed one another to read a continue
small official looking notice glued
to the landing window tl read
BLACK McGOWAN
Please do not open this window
on
nesting
it
as a robin is
RAISE MERCURY

CAMP BANKS FIRE

1
L
SHAFFER

t
s

schol-

arship standing they have held for
eight successive years fraternity
men in the United States in 1937-

MacGowan Palmer Coffin Act As Judges
Addresses Under Direction
Of Dr Black

OLIN

lit

INJCHOLAMP

OLIN SHAFF ER HAWKE
TO BE SE NIOR SPEAKERS

idl J
A
HAWKE

outs for the student commencement addresses were held in
Philo Hall on April 25 After several months of preparation under the
supervision of Dr John W Black of the Kenyon College Speech department the speeches were delivered in their tentative form before the
judges who were to select the speakers who may number from one to
three
The committee who judged the speeches on both composition
and delivery consisted of Dr Coffin Dr Palmer and Mr MacGowan
The judges decided that there shall be three student speakers at
the one hundred and eleventh commencement of Kenyon College and
selected Messrs Dale Shaffer Eric Hawke and Richard Olin as the
speakers stipulating that anyone of these three men may lose his sward
if his finished speech is not completed by May 20
He is a speech
Mr Olin has been quite active in speech work
major a debater a member of the Hill Players the highest honor
given for dramatics at Kenyon and president of the Kenyon Chapter
He repot Tau Kappa Alpha a national honorary forensic fraternity
resented Kenyon at the Ohio Inter- Collegiate Oratorical contest in oi
Mr Hawke has been active in dramatics at Kenyon for the last
four years and is a member of the Hill Players He was one of the
dinners in the Kenyon Oratorical Contest and represented Kenyon at
the Ohio Inter- Collegiate contest this spring
Mr Shaffer has been active in dramatics at Kenyqon for the past
1
four years
He is a debater and is president of both the Hill layers
ancl the Kenyon Dramatic Club
He too is a speech major
Try-

Two Kenyon Students
Receive Severe Burns

The long awaited Kenyon College catalogue for the coming
school year 3- 40 is now to be
had in the Deans
The catalogue contains the usual college
calendar
a description of the
courses offered next year and
other information as to graduation requirements
and diversification

FRATERNITY

Please Take Note
Of the Collegians
Poll on Smoking

Annie Elmers Excuse
For Banking Fire
April 20 1939 was a dark and
dismal day for Treasurer Camp
as the already meager coal supply
dwindled due to the bituminous
Mysterious
coal miners strike
telephone calls whispered the vile
rumor that little Annie Elmers
had succumbed to the cold blasts
icy radiators
which Ascensions
were unable to dispel faithful to
Pneuher job until the last
monia and influenza stalked Middle Kenyons Halls before Mr
Camp had the college turned into
a semi- tropical haven of sizzling
radiators In the meanwhile Johnnie Black and Tiny McGowan
chuckled as they read the Camp
Manifesto Two boys with a telephone and a little inside information can certainly have a lot if
fun

Cornell Rowing Club
Revamps Old Charter
The Lake Cornell Rowing Club
for the express purorganized
pose of keeping alive the timehonored sport of bending backs
and elbows will have one more
meeting Supposedly they are going to born their charter but a
reorganization under 77b to Pallollis Pumping Pugilism Club is
expected

NANCY ENGAGED
tea in Brookline Saturday
afternoon April eighth Mr and
Mrs Eric G Goullaud of Brookannounced
Massachusetts
line
the engagement of their daughter
Eugenia to Robert W Mueller
Kenvon 36
At

Above is a picture of the blaze

at Lake Cornell Night Club which
was taken as it appeared at its
height about 130 Sunday morn-

ing The fire its origin unknown
swept through the wooden building quickly and completely razed
Searit in about forty minutes
ing flames prevented bystanders
from aiding the fire victims

VANCE TO SPEAK
AT PEACE RALLY

Prizes Totaling

100
To Be Awarded Winners

Peace for the sake of peace will
be the cry of Robert Vance as he
represents Kenyon in the Oratorical Peace Contest to be held in
Columbus on May 6 for collegiate

debaters from nearly every college in Ohio
This contest which has had
Arthur Schmidt and Allen Gage
as Kenyon representatives
in
previous years is held in over
twenty- five states with
100 in
prizes going to the three best orations in each contest A national
prize of 60 is given to the best
speech in the country and 40 to
the next best one
The increased interest of college
students in the subject of peace
in the last few years has resulted
in the holding of these annual intercollegiate debate contests using
peace as the subject Twelve of
the better orations will be used by
the Ohio and Illinois Council of
Churches for their annual Peace
Declamation contests
Robert Vance is a member of
Phi Kappa Sigma and has been
active in first year debate under
Dr Black this year
Several
weeks ago he represented Kenyon
in a First Year Debate Contest
at Denison University

KENYON FLYERS

PAINT HANGAR
ADORN SELVES
Don Gretzer and company decmay be seen at
work on their latest the Weft
hangar which along with themselves is receiving a new coat of

orators supreme

Rev Lucas
Hawaii
Dies At 97
Bexley Grad of 1870 Was
Oldest Yankee In Hawaii

Cornells Night Club a favorite
rendezvous for K e n y o n and
Mt
Vernon cafe society was
razed to the ground Saturday
night in a blaze which proved to
be a funeral pyre for Miss Helen
A Colopy of Mt Vernon
Over
400 persons celebrating
opening
night at the club after a weeks
shutdown for renovating and repairs were panicked by the discovery of the fire Many were injured including several Kenyon
students in the rush which followed discovery of the fire
Incindiakk Kirk Hintkd
The fire evidently started at the
A few
west end of the building
of the guests had noticed a pungent odor of smoke and the bartender
Marcel Cornille
stated
that he noticed a smell of gasoline
just previous to the appearance
of the flames in the northwest
corner of the building
With
amazing rapidity the flames attacked the entire north side of the
flimsy remodelled barn The place
was immediately thrown into a
maelstrom with hundreds trying
blindly to escape through the
south exit A few of the calmer
guests
escaped immediately
through the kitchen door on the
north side but the spreading
flames soon prevented
further
egress on this side The band continued to play until fire bursting
through the floor forced them to
run for their lives Meanwhile
many frustrated in their attempt
to escape through the south exit
began crashing through the
windows
KrNYON
Mhn Am in Rkscii
Several men including John
SiOLeary and David Mike
moneti of Kenyon began to throw
people through the windows Both
OLeary and Simonetti were severely injured in making their
own escape OLeary is in Mercy
Hospital suffering from serious
burns of the face head and hands
and Simonetti was discharged
from the hospital Sunday after
being treated for a severed artery
in his w rist
Manager Jess Hawkins among the last to leave the
building suffered face and hand
burns
BumiiNi LkyiiIi in 40 Minutios
The blaze was of short duration
for the flames aided by a strong
north wind consumed the dry
frame in a little less than threeBy 200
quarters of an hour
AM nothing was left but a bed
of glowing embers Shortly thereafter the charred remains of Miss
Colopv were found in the southwest corner of the ruins She was
identified Sunday by a compact
and bracelets found adjacent to
her body
It was concluded that
she had succumbed to smoke or
flames in the ladies rest- room
She was a resident of Mt Vernon
and a schoolteacher in Danville

Reverend William Lucas a Bexley graduate of 1870 and the only
survivor of the Civil War living in
Hawaii died on March 13th at the
age of 97 years after ah unusually
rich and varied life
Mr Lucas enlisted in 1S61 at
the age of 20 years walking from
Baltimore to Washington in answer to President Lincoln s call
for 75000 men
He served actively until 1864 when he was honorably discharged for disability
In 1870 he was ordained to the
Episcopal ministry and after two
years he was given the rather
difficult task of establishing a
church in Reno Nevada
Owing
to poor health he had to return
east to Tennessee where he remained inactive for a year and a
half After 26 months of service
in London and Monroeville Ohio
he returned to Reno to continue
his work
In 1892 he went to St James
Church in Fresno California and
after eight years he moved to
Ill health forced him to
Berkley
retire in 1920 and since that time
he has lived in Honolulu
Shortly before his death he
I have broken every law of
said
health and in my youth I sowed
my wild oats Now as I reach
93 years of age I become reminiscent and decide that I have
iNYIOSTKJATOItS
UN IKTKKM NKll
been permitted to live an extra
Ohio
Stale
The
span so that I may fully repent sent two investigatorsfire marshal
from Coall my sins
lumbus but as yet the origin of
the hie is unknown The Cornell
fire follows a similar blaze which
MINERS STRIKE
razed Luccis Night Club on New
Years Eve in 10i7 It had also
CAMPUS FACES
been extensively revamped
I

COAL SHORTAGE

silver paint
Recent bombing practice of the G
Nell Reports Supply
Kenyon Aces seem to have caused
To Last For Few Days
little fear among warktalk- weary
Gambierites they are priming for
the big show the Mid- West flying
The college is faced wih a bad
meet which is scheduled for May coal shortage as a result of the
5th
current strike of the bituminous
coal miners
Its hard to tell
how long the supply will last
just
SLEEP WALKER
but with some cold weather like
had last week a couple of
RESUMES POST we
said
days would clean the bin
No longer able to ignore the G J Nell who is in charge of the
call for the well- done hamburger heating plant
which had been comand bottle of Burghofer beer ingThein coal
Coshocton via truck
from
cofof
the
steward
Jake genial
cut off as sympathy strikers
fee shop has once again planted was
shiphis elbows behind the coffee shop in local mines prevented
ment
counter and is again hustling
It is necessary to heat the buildorders
ings both in the morning and at
The past six weeks have been night unless the ernperatu re is
ones of misfortune for Dr Ray above 70 degrees but even by opAshfords host for most of this erating only a few hours a day
time Jake has spent recovering the coal cannot be made fo last
from a sleep- walking fall out of more than a few weeks
his second- story window Jake is
Mr G L Armstrong Pennsylnow
however vania Railroad agent at the Gamfulled mended
confidently
is
chipper
and
feels
bier station reported receiving a
looking for an early prosperity
note to the effect that all use of
coal to heat passenger stations
PEADODY BACK
must be stopped at once pending
the possibility of its collection for
Arthur Peabody West of the use in the lines locomotives
If this keeps up a little cold
Class of 38 visited the College
weather might demand a vacation
last week

BOGUS REPORT

J

1

I

PANICS HOOSIERS

Manchester College Engage
In Peace Demonstration
Mass hysteria overlook ManInchester Colleg- e Manchester
diana as one student fainted and
numerous women studoyits wept
on the campus when a presumably authentic news report from
England announced that England
and
France had declared war
The
against Germany and Italy
Cnited Slates had but a few
hours before Congress was to deHare wa r forming a democratic
alliance
patterned after
The piogiam
Orson Wells Martian attack program was broadcast by a local
tat ion as a pari of a peace deminstialion sponsored by members
if the college

RAILROAD CHANGE
Pennsylvania
Railroad has
announced that effective April
Oth
there will be a general
schedule change over the entire
system
This change will effect
trains on the Akron division which
serves lambier
The
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We Want To Smoke
The Collegian staff would like very much to smoke in all classes
that there are others with the same predilection To
ascertain the strengh of our camp we have inserted in this weeks
Colletiitin a poll form to be filled out and deposited with the secretary
of the respective divisions
If the results show that a majority of the
students have expressed the desire to smoke in class the data will be
turned over to the administration and faculty for their consideration
If the results show the opposite the whole matter will be dropped and
the Collegian finds other means of classroom relaxation and normalcy
But the upshot of this question is a little deeper than the Collegians staff smoking habits
Apparently at sometime back in the
early days of College when the cigarette was a nascent evil the
faculty saw fit to prohibit the use of tobacco in the classroom
We
nay nascent evil because we can imagine the tawdriness superimposed
by society on the early cigarette smoker especially if he was a student
It was a habit nurtured only by rotters and pool- room vagabonds
Thus the rule at that time stood as an excellent example of faculty
intelligence Today however the rule and the cause for the rule are
obsolete and unfashionable
Civilization has endorsed the cigarette
and it is now the normal habit of the average man especially the
ollcge student
In view of this the Collegian recommends providing
the pole warrants it that the rule be stricken from the Colleges
In answer to those members of the faculty who
records as such
would object to this measure on personal grounds we remind them
again if the poll warrants it that smoking to many is a normal
habit psychologically almost as important as studying so in preventing smoking in their classes they are guilty of creating an abnormal situation which must easily distract the students attention
If the members of the faculty so desire to fill out the pole the
Colic gian will be only too glad to collect them and tabulate the results
In conclusion we reiterate our desire to smoke in class and remind the students and faculty that the rule as it stands today is
neither contemporary nor effective many classes smoke regardless of it
We advocate a complete eradication either of the rule against smoking or the habit itself
We feel the former would present the less
difficulty
Noti The results from this pole will be compared to the results
of similar poles conducted in other schools
Several students and faculty members have approached the Dean
concerning this rule against smoking
This fact has occasioned the
editorial
And we suspect

Vagabonding At Brown
It was called to our attention recently that a strange student
plan is unfolding with remarkable rapidity at Brown University Instead of the usual fashion of cutting classes for diversion Brown
students are actually attending more than required for their courses
The plan ai it is being fostered by the Brown Daily Herald encourages wider student interest in a variety of fields of knowledge Working in conjunction with department heads the Daily Herald lists individual lectures which should prove interesting to many students
In undergraduate circles it is known as vagabonding
dropping
in to hear lectures and to watch laboratory demonstrations in courses
in which the student is not registered
To date it has become popular
with undergraduates and faculty members alike and it has been wholeheartedly endorsed by President Henry M Wriston
In a statement
to the Daily Herald President Writton said
The individual search for something intellectually significant is
the essence of the educational process Visiting courses in which one
is not registered is one means to this desirable end
It should not be a
manifestation or more curnosity but a means of acquainting oneself
with personalities and ideas which may make a real contribution to
his enlightenment
We believe that if the plan were inaugurated informally at Kenyon
it would have even an additional advantage Lower classmen using
this plan as a means of investigation could better decide the courses
in which to register In this manner the number of misfits in various
classes could be reduced In the belief that such would be the case
the Collegian recommends the plan to students and faculty alike

Talking Permitted
In writing the above editorial we are reminded of a condition in
the library that might be otherwise To our knowledge there has never
been any point raised concerning talking in the library In some colleges and we allude to Toledo University in particular such is not the
case and students tongues must bow to administrationally imposed
silence We acknowledge our gratefulness for such liberality in the
library in the hope that sceptical faculty members will view us favorably and take an understanding interest in our matter of smoking
It is old and reliable strategy and intelligent men usually permit it
to work

Hitlers Response
April 2S promises to be an interesting day in foreign affairs as
that is the day when Hitler will respond to President Roosevelts peace
message to Italy and Germany
It will be interesting as Hitler has
sent a questionnaire to the 31 nations mentioned in the Presidents messas asking them whether or not they fear German aggression Hitler
seems to be using the same type of tactics that he uses on ballots
There can be but one answer to his questionnaire and that is No
To answer in the affirmative would probably be considered a diplomatic faux pas that might precipitate another international crisis
His reply will no doubt be built around this questionnaire
While Hitler is conducting his survey
dispatches from Russia
indicate that the U S S R may sign a mutual assistance treaty with
Great Britain and France hus allying herself with the democracies
To balance this alliance informed Venetian observers declare that
Count Ciano has succeeded in swinging Jugoslavia to the Rome- Berlin
axis with an anti- Russian pact If this is true the axis has a solid
sweep from the Baltic and the North Sea to the borders of Greece on
the edge of the Meditteranean
Many observers in Budapest fear that
Italy will succeed in settling the differences between Hunsary and
Jugoslavia crushing the Baltic entente of Rumania Greece Jugoslavia and Turkey
If Italy succeeds Rumania will be so isolated
that despite British and French guarantees of its security it will be
impossible to remain aloof from Germany and Italy
Many observers feel that within a short time a democratic conference of Britain France and Russia will convene to write a col
lective security agreement which would pool the armed strength of
kiltie ituuus ngiimsi tiny miiner totalitarian aggression
R D M

have
We
read such startling things in the
papers Well says Pango theyve
been playing a game of Hold
Tight I want some more land
mama
You know I say laughing its
Refunny ho wyou disappeared
member we were having a party
on the third floor and somebody
jokingly pushed you out the winAnd nobody saw you since
dow
What happened after that
The next thing I remember
says Pango was in Lubeck when
a fellow walking along the street
I thought he had
said Heil Hitlc
mistaken me for somebody else
but I didnt want to offend him so
And the
I said Hi there bud
next thing I remember after that
Im over in Paris recuperating
Things happen increditably fast
in Europe
Well I sigh things dont hapWe talk a
pen fast enough here
Yeah
lot but not much happens
says Pango dreamily its great to
be back He finishes off the water
and throws the glass out the window
Then he sits down and
takes his shoes off All the time
I am watching the happy expression on his face
Going to stay long I ask him
He looks at me and bites his
lower lip I really dont know he
says at last Id be glad to have
you
I say
Thanks
he says
thanks tls great to be back
And then he leans back in his
chair and falls asleep

Say Pango I ask what
I am sitting in my study listening to Res Gestae played by the they been doing over there

Baldknob nine and wondering
what when a small chap with an
with
bag plastered
overnight
label hung over his shoulder stumhe says exSaaay
in
bles
but its great to be
pansively
back Gimme a drink
Youll find it in the closet over
there I say feeling vaguely glad
that he thinks its great to be
Thanks
the chap says
back
throwing me the overnight bag
here hold this
While the chap is in the closet
I glance over the bag Paris LuHubli
Lucknow
Berlin
beck
Versailles
Bristol
Rotterdam
Lille London Bordeau and New
York World Fair I read from the
labels Then I see impressed in
gold letters Pango Esq
Pango
I shout excitedly
Pango
Pango
lppears from the closet gulping
Say he
water from his glass
says this water tastes good after
having to drink nothing but wine
for a year
Pango I say Pango
I am so
overcome with emotion thats all
I can say
Well says Pango judiciously
you look more worn that when I
last saw you
That was about
ah A year ago in May I
say regaining self control Where
have you been all this time
I
thought you were lost No says
Pango I was traveling through
the European states
How nice I comment No says
Pango not nice at all Fun some
places but not nice

He Watches Time March
As He Plods His Rounds
If youd care to expose an ear
to some adventuresome tales of
law enforcement on a small college campus
corner Mac the
next time he passes your door on
the way to take another punch at
has battered time clock
He can tell you of frantic pace
he kept years ago when dates
werent allowed in divisions during dance week- ends Also he
hides a rousing feature story in
his report of the time two hundred boys almost lynched him in
a near riot five years ago
As for Mac himself
He gets up at five in the afternoon just about the time you and
I decide that weve had enough
of classes for one day and head
for our divisions in order to
spend a few hours on the rack
before dinner
He wears a well weathered
slouch hat and an over- worked

V

work shirt and the left shoulder

of his well- aged utility coat is
shiny from the polishing effect
of fourteen years of toting a time
clock This is his second now
4 years old for Mac wore out the
first in his first ten years as
Gambier sheriff and college

watchman

MAC FRY

If you called in the college administration and all the faculty
and weighed their knowledge of
college life in a boys
school

against Macs fourteen years

in-

sight Mac would be winner by
a long sight for
Kenyon only
really wakes up after nine oclock
at night and it is from that time
on that Mac becomes college adviser fraternal God- father chief
story teller and general bud of
the 285 in college
He has never yet been able to
pass a college beer party without
being forcibly dragged into the
squealor for at least one fraternal mug
Macs got a shuffling walk at
a night crawlers gait but he also
has a weathered eye and a badge
under his lapel which can well
spell ruin to a wrong- doing underclassman And woe be unto
he who runs berserk hand in hand
with Bacchus or who underestimates the college ruling on the
local pursuit of feminity for Mac
cracks down with ferver of the
G man which he is
Hes just come in now as I expected without his tie but when
I kid him about it he only laughs
and says Hell whatta I need a
tie for I haint goin callin and
besides this is what counts
and
he turned back his lapel
When I ask him when were
going to have a beer together he
says
not tonight this damn
clock keeps me hoppin but any
other time is OK with me
Mac came to Gambier in 1913
from Newcastle Ohio where he
was born in 1875 Now 64 he
spent his energies prior to his
employment with the college as
a railroader He now lives alone
and in his off time pursues a
pade and hoe up and down his
rows of onions
potatoes and
corn
When you and I leave the commons after dinner hes on his
way to his nightly rounds If by
any slight chance were wearily
plodding home from an ill- spent
night in Mt Vernon at about five
in the morning wel1 meet him
on the drive for hes then on his
way home too

Nor Rhyme
Nor Reason

NOTICE
The Executive Committee
will hold a special meeting on
uesday May 2 to elect the
business manager advertising
manager and editor of the
Sophomores
Reveille
1941
applying for one of these positions must have their written applications in the hands
of the committee before Tuesday noon

By H B H

To tiny Kenyon the world on
the other side of the hill is more
or less a mystery most Kenyon
students are deplorably lacking
in knowledge or interest in national and forign affairs
As a
antidote for that
difficulty this column is proposed
Ken Ray
tl will contain our own opinion
will often be inaccurate
and
But
This week is going to be slightly
You have prob- it is a serious attempt to catch
Boogie- Woogie
ably all been hearing about the the highlights of one Kenyon
big success that Albert Amnions mans opinion of the weeks interPete Johnson and Meade Lux national news in which we see
Lewis have had with their recent Nor Rhyme Nor Reason
recording of Booyie W o o i e
Its one Conditions in Europe today seem
Prayer for Brunswick
of the best of all time Kenyon to be as tense as they were at any
liked Bob Crosbys Honky Tank time before 1914
However the
Train when it came out last year concensus of expert opinion apbut listen to Meade Lux Lewis pears to believe that if the replay the same tune without the mainder of this week goes bv
orchestra His Brunswick record- without war there will be no war
ing of Bear Cat Crawl portrays for several weeks or perhaps
the real definition of the style it- months
Which is one happy
self which seems to be as good as thought at any rate
to put it into words
Swing
One of the cleverest schemes to
Albert Amnions backs him up
with Shout For Joy This too is date is Hitlers poll of the states
The old Goodman named in our F D Rs open lea masterpiece
recording of Roll Em written by tter to the dictators Asking them
Mary Lou Williams give a good all if they fear Nazi aggression
inkling of what Boogie Woogie he is sure that very few dare to
answer yes Then Friday night
is like I hope you like it
Then Hughes Panassie the noted when he addresses the Reichstag
French critic got a band together he will be able to tell his cohorts
while he was in this country and and the world that he is really a
recorded Comin On With the nice peace- loving Hitler after all
that the tiny
Panassies style is Note howover
Come On
Netherlands were not afraid to
called Collective Improvisation
and creates a next years new idea send back a great big YES and
isten to what may be added that they would be ready
in jazz
There are to resist to the end And if the
next years swing
The idea be- Nazis did decide to attack Hono individual solos
ing trumpets and clarinet as a lland which they probably will
unit doing the solo work It has not they would find no cache of
Dutch gold like that they found
a new touch at least
in Czechoslovakia
the
Should you he one of those who canny Dutch bankers because
have deposrehelped crown Artie Shaw in the
ited almost al lof it in the United
cent campus poll you will be glad States and British banks
to hear that ten of his best new
Villa
Bluebird Album Carioca
Poland is definitely the next
My Bill
The Man I Love
step in the Nazi
Drang nach
Supper Time and oesten
Zigenner
Hitler is determined to
four other great hits are included get the Polish Corridor before the
ring around the dictatorship
Two dollars and a quarter places
game
gone too
Some obFor two very melodious tunes servershasthink that farthis tremcnlisten to B Goodmans And the ous birthday celebration
was
Angels Sing as well as Cuckoo more or less a cover- up for troop
tooio am in movements to the Polish border
30 sso sqj Bidssa
many of his stars Bennys genius
keeps him far out of deep water
Italys conquest of Albania may
Hal Kemps Delightful Delirium
be taken merely as part of the
merits a passing shout for his ar- scramble on the part of the Fassrangement Larry Clinton deserves cist to either convert or neutralize
a little more for his
Sweet Little ill valuable loose ends in Europe
getting quite slipshot after his before the war breaks out Higreat Deep Purple Now sit back tlers chief again in his recent anof Czechoslovakia was
let up and light up a Camel while nexation
naking sure that the 40 beautiyou
listen to Tommy Dorseys fully
equipped Czech divisions at
What Do You Know About Love
least would not fight against him
rewith Curiosity Shop on the
in case of conflict
verse Edythe Wright sings the
first Jack Leonard the second
Incidentally the fireworks
should really start when one side
Barnard College next year will thinks it has really effectively enoffer a special course on the his- circled the other or one side
tory economics and arts that thinks it is about to be well encircled
characterize a democracy
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you load up with Prince Albert men youre in for a sesWHEN
sion of cool smooth joy- smoking P A has an extra mildness
all its own because its no- bite treated Harshness is
leavo-

ut

ing in the RICH RIPE TASTE and good full body of choice tobacco Prince Alberts crimp cut not only packs easier but packs
right for slower burning easier drawing Fill up from the big red
P A tin today Theres no other tobacco like Prince Albert

TRIAL AT NO RISK
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefula of
Prince Albert It you dont find it
the mellowest tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked return the
pocket tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it to us at any time
within a month from this date
and we will refund full purchase
price plus postage Signed R J
Reynolds To bacco Company
Winston Salem North Carolina

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in every handy
tin of Prince Albert
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BACK STOPS
v

LORDS LOSE

JOHN ALAN CJOLnSMlTII

was really just like old times
pl0 tennis team simply rolloil
ver IVnison with lit o fanfare
There was only one match that
eloso anil only one set lost
lrom the oulward appearance of
tilings it would seem that followers of tennis nt Kenyon need only
sit back and murmur Shades
0f Pou McNeil as the boys romp
another championship
For
In
those who feel that n romp will
this departwin the Conference
ment recommends crossed lingers
ami a pinch of salt over the left

TO CAPITAL

11

1

Kenyon Nine Drops First
Full Game Of Season 5 3

1

1

shoulder
While a pleasant romp would be
i nice surprise there are several
who
teams in the Conference
tigure to give the team a tough
The presence of Bruce
match
late lamented coach of
Barnes
would be comthe racquetmen
forting under the present circumbut the last vestige of
stances
hope for his return went up in
News from
smoke weeks ago
Delaware has reached our ears to
the effect that there are several
Wesleyan inmates who think their
team a cinch As a matter of fact

said that the Wesleyan team
thinks the Wesleyan team a cinch
The first match with Wesleyan is
still a long way off and we are
entitled to our own convictions
till such a time as they are disit is

Garner More Hits

hitting but not out- playing
Capital University
the Kenyon
baseball squad dropped their first
full ball game of the season live
to three yesterday at the Capital
home diamond in Columbus
The Purple garnered seven hits
to Capitals four and out- hit them
throughout the game but too
many bases on balls and a couple
of untimely errors contributed no
little to the boosting of the Columbus mens score
loaves barreled them in to
Chuck May to fan fifteen men but
eight men received four bad ones
a piece to get first base gratis
Kenyons scores came in the second and ninth frames The combination of Curtis and Ioanes did
all right
In the second Ioanes
doubled to be singled in by Sammy
Curtis
Mac Baker arrived on
first in the ninth by virtue of Capitals shorstops error He trotted
on home when Ioanes laced out a
clean triple
Curtis again singled
to drive in Ioanes
K K
vox
A
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netmen will provide such rugged
If
opposition for any other duo with Kulur
Mi
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designs
the Intercollegiate
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Championships

singles

and

dou-

Last year it was Lewis and
Guernsey in the finals at Germantown Barring fire and flood there
seems to be a good chance that
the same pair will fight it out
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Imel was emphatic in his

compromised
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Reports
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golfers from the
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request to continue the required
The
four and one- half innings
Ump then consulted the Oberlin
coach who was just as sure the
Soon they
boys had had enough

0

0

II

I

to

1

0
0
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If

As for the doubles Reeder Wilier
again
ci
out
paired with Lewis seems to be as
i nzis
powerful a college pair as there Schwartz
is
It would be foolish to say
more at this early date but its a IU- lniKii
pleasant thought to keep in the
back of what minds we have
MIDDLE

After struggling through their
sodden innings which culminated
in a Kenyon run the head umpire
asked Coach Imel if he would like

1
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11

regarding baseball postponements
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Major League Managers Note 1
We recommend Oberlin system

POLO CLUB PLANS
WEEK END FROLIC

l

8

HANNA

Alpha Pi Tau Fraternity initiated five pledges into active membership last Saturday afternoon
George Caples
William Cook
Richard Hamister Harlow Mondey and John Reinheimer were
the initiates
Leonard E Henry 31 an alumnus of the Sterling Club organization which later became Alpha
Pi Tau returned to be formally
initiated
A banquet was held in the banquet room of Pierce Hall afterwards
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RAQUETMEN
Riders to Stage
TROUNCE 1st Intermural Meet
OPPONENT Soon To Begin
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The Polo Club are planning to
revue an age- old and highly honorable custom A beer picnic to
be held out near the rifle range
will serve to remind them of the Denison Proves a Pushover
story of similar celebrations of 20 Kenyon Loses Only 1
Set
years past The fun is scheduled
for the end of this week but the
Finding little to test their metexact date is withheld for obvious tle the Kenyon tennis team ran
away with the first of their Conreasons
ference opponents on Saturday
afternoon
The Denison team
not match the Kenyon
FLYERS TO OBTAIN could
speed and they fell before the
racquetmen by the lopNATIONWIDE FAME Kenyon
sided score of 7 0
In all of the seven matches only
Paramount Movietone one showed promise of being a
hard- fought encounter
Roy Olds
And Pathe To Cover
playing in the number four slot
found his opponent more than he
National Air Meet
had expected and dropped the second set before running out the
Kenyons traditional masculine match Otherwise the match was
face will flikkcr throughout the taken in stride by the Kenyon racwidth and breadth of the nation quet wielders
during the several weeks following Kenyon College Flying Clubs KENYON BEATS CAPITOL
National Meet in June For three
national newsreel services have
Kenyons long undefeated tennis
asked permission to be present in team won their second match of
their professional capacity
the current season when they
Kenyon pilots and those who overpowered Capital 7 0 on the
attend from the 19 other clubs in Benson Field courts on Wednesthe National Intercollegiate Fly- day The Kenyon team found liting Club will no doubt feel like tle opposition and had no trouble
goldfish for the two days the meet in disposing of the Capital team
is scheduled to last
Paramount
Playing in different positions
Movietone and Pathe photographi- from the opening match on Friday
sts will chase madly after male the Kenyon team did not even
and female pilots all sorts of air- lose a set while whitewashing the
planes and all sorts of judges and Capital netters
Kenyon had
officials
Lowis eReder Amato Holt and
The school is of course glad to Olds playing in that order
The
welcome the cameramen to the Capital team lined up with Schumeet although it was surprised macher playing against Lewis in
that three such influential organ- the number one match and Wolf
izations should evince such great Miller Brownlee and Reed playinterest in the affair It is sup- ing the other singles matches
posed however that the new gov- Reeder playing with Amato and
acernmental college flying program Lewis playing with Holt
and the general interest it has counted for the two doubles
aroused is responsible
matches
mMis
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Corsages for May Dance
Large assortment available
See Richard G Shepard Our Representative
on the hill

permits
preparation for the riding exhibition to be given at the commencement
The troop will consist of twelve men who will be
criven
troop insignia Intramural
polo will take place in the latter
part of May with two men on
each team
in

Troop Drills

Mat Brown Enters
Flight Training

Intramural riding is to take place
the first week in May Although
each division should be represented by four riders circumstances require that this number
be reduced to three The week
previous to the meet will be devoted exclusively to formation
drill of the drills to be used in the
intramural meet It is therefore
imperative that the representatives of all the division be present
for those drills
Troop drill will

According to a letter received
39 who
fiom Clark Henderson
Mais now in Washington
D
thew Brown a matriculate of the
class of 1S13S and a member of
ota Chapter Psi Upsilon fratern
ty has been accepted into the
United States Naval Flying Schol
t Pensacola Florida

PITKINS
PROVISION
STORE
THE BEST
IN FOODS
133- 137 South Main St
Mt Vernon Ohio
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The best lawnmower in Town for the
least money
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Denison

that when the

co- ed school meet
Kenyon team on May eighth
pretty golfer Janet Shock may
It
be conspicuous by her absence

the

seems

that the athletic director

charge of gals objects to
knocking the pill around

in

Janets

COLLEGIAN WINS

HONORS AWARD

Associated Collegiate Press
Places Paper Among

First Fifteen
The Collegian was awarded the
First Class Honor rating by the
Newsnineteenth Ail- American
Winning
paper critical service
this award the Collegian stands
among the first fifteen colleges beCollonging to the Associated
lege Press and having an enrollment of 500 hundred or less
The papers were criticised on
the basis of news coverage news
editing headlines typography and
make- up and department pages
This was
and special features
the first year that the Collegian
The
was submitted for criticism
issues included in this criticism
were under the editorship of Robert Sonenfield

lliosc five words have opened up a new
Wont you have a Camel
world of cigarette pleasure to many and many a delighted smoker
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Quality Cleaners
44 Public Square
Suits Topcoats and
Dresses Neatly Cleaned
and Pressed

65c
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so appeal
Ri- lit from the first puft smokers find Camels so much milder
in other words Americas favorite cigaictte
inglv delicate in flavor
Copyright 1939
Ileynolds
R
Tobacco Co
Wine ton Snlem
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The Frank E
Kirby Co
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It Pays to Use
Quality Products
We Specialize in
Brigeg Wallpaper
Armstrong
Linoleum
Sherwin- Williams
Paint
Western Window
Shades
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And every Camel in every pack has the same charm for your taste
smoking
pleasure
of
peak
for
the
tobaccos
costlier
Camels
on
depend
always
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A Garbled Story
Of Two Beta Pins

A GARBLED STORY OF TWO BETA PINS
Mr J O Whitakcr who has recently honored South Leonard
Hall by acquiring the office of secretary has completed a number
30
30 miles is not a great distance
of successful 30 mile trips
miles from here lies the Grill Moderne which caters to picturThe full implication of these thirty
esque Denison University
mile trips was not known until a very short while ago Now however South Leonard has a revelation On the bosom of the charming Miss Betty Clem is pinned securely a Beta Theta Phi fraternity
pin This pin formerly rested on the chesty man Teddy Bear The
Theta sorority of Denison is affiliated with Miss Clem and thus indirectly with Toddy Bear The absence of the pin hasnt made a
Dance week- end will perhaps be the
marked change in Teddy
Thus
time when the pin will once again greet Kenyon College
ends the story of several 30 mile trips and the pin of Mr Whitaker
The second Beta Theta Phi pin in question was connected with
a Mr Tanner Mr Tanner was connected with Kenyons swimming
team the past season and is alleged to have done quite well However this pin only made one trip a matter of some thousand miles
to Fort Lauderdale Fla during the Exams vacation No connection
can be made with the pin and Elmo has been practically unapproachable on this subject The pin was mysteriously wafted away
in the hae of a beatuiful Fla night while Elmo was engaged in
The last sentence is confusing but no more so
semi- aquatic feats
than the meaning of Elmos semi- aquatic feats And thus ends the
story of a long trip and the pin of Mr Tanner

Collegian Changes Printers KENYON SINGERS
This issue of the Kenyon ColCLOSE SEASON
legian is the first issue printed
Printers
by the Manufacturers
Company of Mt Vernon A start- Commons Concert Well
ling change in the outward appearance of the ColletUin is noReceived By Large
ticeable and is due to the use of
type
Audience
of
entirely different fonts
The Collctrutn has heretofore been
The Kenyon Singers concluded
published by the Republican News
their 38- 39 season with their anPrinting Company
nual home concert given in the
lounge of the commons at 8 PM
2- 1
The concert under
NAVIN to HARVARD on April
the direction of Mr Weist and
accompanied at the piano by Mr
Tom Navin has recently decided
and
to attend I larvard Business School Lemmon was well attended proreceived The
upon hise graduation from Ken- enthusiastically
gram was as follows
yon in June He will take postgraduate work in business admin- Let Us Now Praise Famous
Men
Williams
istration in the two- year course
Philomela Lost Her
While Mr Navin has been at Though
Love
Morley
Kenyon he has distinguished himWeelkes
Sirrah Jack Ho
self by a very high scholastic av- Come
Palestrina
erage and several extrac- urricular Adoramus Te
Arcadelt
activities such as th3 Polo Ave Maria
The second part of the concert
Club Dramatics and the Reveille
was sung by the Kenyon Octet
consisting of R Brown Jr J KoHigh School Students nopak tenors Libbey T Sawyer
Jr second tenors J Guinan B
Johnson baritones and T Huff
Give Minstrel Show
J McPherson basses They sang
arranged by Hall Of
Gambicr high school pupils pre- All Cindy
Birds
arranged by Cobthe
Cotof
Land
sented a minstrel
A- roving
leigh
arranged by
in
the
night
Thursday
ton
last
arKenyon
Farewell
fchool auditorium before a large Hall
by Burt
audience including several indi- ranged
The concluding part of the conviduals from Mount Vernon
cert sung by the Kenyon Singers
consisted of
MUSIC COURSE SEEN
WarAdam Lay Bounden
Finnish Student Songs
POSSIBILITY lockTheTwo
AS
Poor Little Girl and Im
Coming Home
The
Palmgren
arranged by BrockFor unite some time Or Chal- Nightingale
High Barbary
arranged
mers has been working on a plan way
Mobile Bay
by Hall
arranged
lo make an Appreciation of Music by Hall
Behold The Lord High
course available for Kenyon stu- Executioner
Sullivan
dents However support from both
Harold Cullings 38 recently
the student body and from alumni accepted
a position as a research
or student treasuiies is very nec- engineer in the Mechanical Enry
essa
gineering Division of the Texas
The ideal course to have here Oil Corporation at Beacon N Y
Cullings Alpha Pi Tau was a
would be to obtain as professor
a man with the ability knowledge member of the Senior and Executive Councils president of the
and youth of Gregory Tucker and Math Club and Head- waiter He
would begin with the history of majored in mathematics
music include the great classical
works and tout bine through twenJITTERBUG FINALS
tieth century swing It is hoped
that this course would be put on
SATURDAY NIGHT
the same curricula basis as the ApUHRflw
preciation of Art course now available
Should the Music Appreciation
course be adopted piano lessons
would probably lie given to those
Saturday Midnight Show
interested These lessons would be
Sunday Mon
Tuesday
privately taken and privately financed by the student The administration is anxious to learn the apMILLIONAIRE
ANDY HARDY
proximate number of students who
WOO
WOO
PLAYBOY
would avail themselves of this op-

Bicycle Repairing Parts

QUICKSAND

Quicksand bad weather a sublet contract and some gas pipe
lines all have served to place con60000
struction on Gambiers
sewage disposal plant about two
months behind schedule
Mayor Parker revealed to a
reporter last Monday
Colleffuin
night that about four- fifths of all
the pipe lines are already laid but
because of another contract offered to the company building the
disposal plant and because of the
delay caused by the sub- lettering
the contract to another company
the prooct will be considerably
delayed
While digging he pipe
line trenches
several gas lines
were uncovered
This necessitated such areas being dug out
with shovels instead of the mechanical digger
Quicksand
was encountered
east of the polo field by the railroad tracks a condition presumed
to be caused by the recent high
Mayor Parker said that most of
the houses equipped with running
water would be connected to the
system and the college line would
connect the trunk line down by th

1r
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When you try them youll
know why Chesterfields give
men and women everywhere
why
more smoking pleasure
Chesterfields SATISFY
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Chesterfields
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polo field
One of the

branch pipe lines
which will cover the extreme west
side of town will have to be
equipped with a lift pump in order
to connect with the higher lines
near the center of town
This
pump will be entirely automatic
and will lift the sewage by a system similar to archemedes water
wheel
The Imhoff disposal plant is being constructed below the airport
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PHI KAP ELECTION
Last Monday April 24 Phi
Kappa Sigma elected the following officers to serve for the coming year 1939- 40
President John A Silver Vice
President Geoff ry Curwen Secretary VicVtor Ventolo Treasurer
Wilbur Griffin
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WHY SEND YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
WE OFFER
PROFFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
AND
3

KENYON

MEN

CALL

GET

SERVICE
FOR

LOWEST

THE WAY WHEN AND

WANT

DAY

THEM

Lehrer

SHARPS FLOWERS
PHONE 895
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Be sure and stop in
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sandwiches and fountain
special ties

Special Saturday
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Peoples Shoe Store
Mt
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PRICES

Wilkinson

Tanner
38

Arrow Ties
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Arrow Shirts
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See us for the smartest spring and sport
styles in footwear
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The Hive

VERNON

IT

South Leonard

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

to the Vernon Theatre

FOUR COURSE DINNER 65c

181

THE ONE PLACE

THEY

A M

MAKE BREAKFAST RESERVATIONS EARLY
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530

IM1

116 W High St Phone 894 Open 8 am- 12

CORSAGES

BAR

FOR THE DANCE

WILL OPEN AT

MYERS SUPPLY

WHERE

of the

DAN EMMETT GRILL

M

THE PARTY
MIX
SPARKLING WATER
GINGERALE
WINE
CHAMPAGNE
DREWRYS BEER

RIGHT COMBINATION

worlds best cigarette tobaccos
theyre MILDER and TASTE BETTER

Copyright 1039
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EVERYTHING

Rubin Bldg

Buy two 10c bags Carmelcrisp
or buttered corn and get one
10c bag free

are
turning to Chesterfields for what they want in a
cigarette They find Chesterfields have a better
taste and a more pleasing aroma Chesterfields
show them what real mildness means in a cigarette

water

Carmelcrisp Shop
for your

as our band travels around the
country I find that Chesterfield is the
All American Choice for more
smoking pleasure
millions from coast to coast
Its a fact

PROJECT

Mayor Parker Reveals
Projects Two Months
Behind Schedule

Keyes Barber
Shop
Next

SLOWS

SEWAGE

1
St

Shop

Dowds-

35S

that

SHARPS

Fixits Repair

Doc

Jr Chesterfield Time

NOTICE
The registrars office has
announced that Registration
will take place on Wednesday and Thursday May 3rd
The fine for trdiand 4th
ness is set at five dollars as
compared to two dollars of
previous years It was also
the final
announced
down report will go in Saturday April 29th

portunity

Lawn Mower Grinding

COLLEGIAN

i

For Quality
and Style
At A Modest
Price
SHOP AT

DOWDS- RUDIN
Knox Countys Greatest Store

Interwoven

HOSE
Fruit of Loom

PAJAMAS

Mt Vernon Ohio
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